Hallmark Channel Made-For-TV Christmas Movie

BINGO!
A game by Andy Cole

We all love those sappy, cheesy, over-the-top Hallmark Channel Made-For-TV Christmas Movies
—so why not make a game of it?
Pick a movie, then mark off the squares as you watch. The winner is the first to get five in a row OR
the one with the most squares marked off at the end. (Agree beforehand.)
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A character is
widowed

Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

Female Lead
Small Town is full
loses balance
of specialized
while
ice skating
businesses that
should not survive and is caught by
in isolated setting
Male Lead

N

G

“This town really A choir or group
of carolers sings,
gets into the
whether or not
Christmas
acknowledged by
other characters
spirit!”

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

O
Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

Cast includes an A character has
actor or actress
strained
from a 1980s
relationship with
sitcom
father

FREE SPACE

Any character
Female Lead has
refers to a
Christmas-related
homemade food name (e.g., Holly,
or beverage item Carol, Grace, Joy,
as “world famous”
Mary, Noelle)

Someone learns
a Real Meaning
of Christmas™

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

Someone is
referred to as a
“Grinch” or
“Scrooge”

Children
Lead Couple ride
encourage Lead
in horse-drawn
Couple to fall in
sleigh or
love or scheme
carriage
to get them
together

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)

Teasing use of
phrase “a
Christmas
miracle” when a
Curmudgeon does
something
Christmassy
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A character
avoids travel
because of a storm Everyone sings a
OR rushes to
carol!
travel ahead of a
storm
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due to traumatic
past event (e.g., a
breakup or death)
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Older person or
Supporting
Pan up from Lead
A character
couple gives
Couple kissing to
characters
avoids travel
mistletoe, tree
relationship
because of a storm
ornament, or sky
include a
OR
rushes
to
advice to at
falling
travel ahead of a same-sex couple filled with
snow
storm
least one Lead
Character

Female Lead has
Someone learns A sibling or best
friend encourages Christmas-related
a Real Meaning one Lead to seek name (e.g., Holly,
of Christmas™ romance with the Carol, Grace, Joy,
other Lead

Mary, Noelle)

Anyone utters
Lead Characters
the phrase
eat roasted
or drink
“best Christmas chestnuts
eggnog, hot
cider, or hot cocoa
ever”

FREE SPACE

Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

Cast includes an
actor or actress
from a 1980s
sitcom

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

Someone is
referred to as a
“Grinch” or
“Scrooge”

Lead Couple ride
Small Town has
Christmas festival in horse-drawn
or traditions in
Everyone sings a
which all
sleigh or
carol!
residents take
carriage
part

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)

Small Town is full
of specialized
businesses that
should not survive
in isolated setting

By end of
movie, Big City
Lead decides to
move to Small
Town

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window

“This town really
gets into the
Christmas
spirit!”

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted
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A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”

Characters are Lead Couple ride
Lead Couple
outdoors in cold in horse-drawn
uses cold
but you cannot
sleigh or
temperatures as
see their breath
carriage
excuse to
snuggle

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

A sibling or best
Small Town is full
friend encourages
of specialized
one Lead to seek
businesses that
romance with the should not survive
other Lead
in isolated setting

By end of
movie, Big City
Lead decides to
move to Small
Town

Anyone utters
the phrase
“best Christmas
ever”

A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

Supporting
characters
include a
same-sex couple

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

At end of movie,
“Merry Christmas”
or similar holiday
message is
displayed
prominently on
screen

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway
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Female Lead
FREE SPACE

Curmudgeon is
loses balance
cajoled into
while
ice skating
Christmas-related
task (baking
and is caught by
cookies,
decorating, etc.)
Male Lead

spirit!”

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

Someone is
referred to as a
“Grinch” or
“Scrooge”

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

A choir or group “This town really
of carolers sings,
gets into the
whether or not
Christmas
acknowledged by
other characters

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable
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A character
implausibly
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avoids travel
Christmas
large number of because of a storm
miracle” when a
OR rushes to
African-America
Curmudgeon
does
travel ahead of a
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storm
n residents
Christmassy
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Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

Someone is
referred to as a
“Grinch” or
“Scrooge”

A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”

Any character
Cast includes an
refers to a
actor or actress homemade food
or beverage item
from a 1980s
as “world famous”
sitcom

A choir or group
of carolers sings,
whether or not
acknowledged by
other characters

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

Lead Characters
eat roasted
chestnuts or drink
eggnog, hot
cider, or hot cocoa

At end of movie, Lead Couple ride
“Merry Christmas”
in horse-drawn
or similar holiday
message is
sleigh or
displayed
prominently on
carriage
screen

By end of
movie, Big City
Everyone sings a
Lead decides to
carol!
move to Small
Town
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FREE SPACE

A character is
widowed

A character uses
phrase “It's
Christmas” to
cajole another
character into
doing something

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

Anyone utters
Supporting
the phrase
characters
“best Christmas
include a
ever”
same-sex couple

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window
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Characters are

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Lead Characters
eat roasted
chestnuts or drink
eggnog, hot
cider, or hot cocoa

At end of movie,
“Merry Christmas”
or similar holiday
message is
displayed
prominently on
screen

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

Female Lead has
Any character
outdoors in cold
Christmas-related
refers to a
name (e.g., Holly, homemade food
but you cannot
Carol, Grace, Joy, or beverage item
Mary, Noelle)
as “world famous” see their breath

A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”

Pan up from Lead
A character
Couple kissing to
avoids travel
mistletoe, tree
of a storm
ornament, or sky because
OR rushes to
filled with falling
travel ahead of a
snow
storm

Children
Supporting
encourage Lead
characters
Couple to fall in
include a
love or scheme
same-sex couple
to get them
together
Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

A character
dislikes Christmas
due to traumatic
past event (e.g., a
breakup or death)
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FREE SPACE

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

A character is
widowed

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

By end of
movie, Big City
Lead decides to
move to Small
Town

Anyone utters
the phrase
“best Christmas
ever”

A choir or group
of carolers sings,
whether or not
acknowledged by
other characters

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

Curmudgeon
softens toward
Christmas when
reminded of
childhood
Christmases
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Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

Someone
dresses as
Santa, and this
is relevant to the
plot

Female Lead
loses balance
while ice skating
and is caught by
Male Lead
A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”
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Lead Couple

Any character
Small Town is full
uses cold
refers to a
of specialized
homemade food
businesses that
temperatures
as
or beverage item should not survive
as “world famous” in isolated setting
excuse to

snuggle

A character uses
phrase “It's
Christmas” to
cajole another
character into
doing something

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window

A character
avoids travel
because of a storm
OR rushes to
travel ahead of a
storm

FREE SPACE

Montage of
characters happily
collaborating on
task while
soundtrack music
plays

A choir or group
of carolers sings,
whether or not
acknowledged by
other characters

Supporting
up from Lead
Female Lead has
Lead Characters
A character has Pan
Couple kissing to
characters
Christmas-related
eat roasted
mistletoe,
tree
strained
name (e.g., Holly,
chestnuts or drink
ornament,
or
sky
include a
Carol, Grace, Joy, relationship with filled with falling
eggnog, hot
Mary, Noelle)
cider,
or hot cocoa
same-sex couple
snow
father

At end of movie,
“Merry Christmas”
or similar holiday
message is
displayed
prominently on
screen
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A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

Small Town has
Christmas festival
or traditions in
which all
residents take
part

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable
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At end of movie,
Small Town has
A character
“Merry Christmas” Christmas
festival
avoids travel
or similar holiday
or traditions in
because of a storm
message is
which all
OR rushes to
displayed
residents
take
travel ahead of a
prominently on
part
storm
screen

A character is
widowed

Shot of characters
in warm, lighted
room, as seen from
outside through
window while
snow falls

Someone
Supporting
A
choir
or
group
dresses as
characters
of carolers sings,
whether or not
Santa, and this
include a
acknowledged by
is relevant to the other characters same-sex couple
plot

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

By end of
movie, Big City
Lead decides to
move to Small
Town

A sibling or best
friend encourages
one Lead to seek
romance with the
other Lead

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

Lead Couple
uses cold
temperatures as
excuse to
snuggle
Female Lead
loses balance
while ice skating
and is caught by
Male Lead

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow
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A character uses
phrase “It's
Christmas” to
cajole another
character into
doing something

FREE SPACE

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

A character is too
career-driven to
be enthusiastic
about Christmas

Lead Couple ride
Cast includes an
in horse-drawn
actor or actress
sleigh or
from a 1980s
carriage
sitcom

Anyone utters
A character
Any character
A character has
dislikes Christmas
the phrase
refers to a
due to traumatic
strained
homemade food
“best Christmas past event (e.g., a or
beverage item
relationship with
breakup or death) as “world
famous”
ever”
father
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Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

A sibling or best
friend encourages
one Lead to seek
romance with the
other Lead

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

Anyone utters
the phrase
“best Christmas
ever”

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

Montage of
characters happily “This town really Someone learns
collaborating on
gets into the
a Real Meaning
task while
Christmas
of Christmas™
soundtrack music
plays

A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

A character has
strained
relationship with
father

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

Female Lead has
characters
Christmas-related
Everyone sings a
name (e.g., Holly,
include a
Carol, Grace, Joy,
carol!
Mary, Noelle)
same-sex couple

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but you cannot
see their breath
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spirit!”

FREE SPACE

A character uses
phrase “It's
Christmas” to
cajole another
character into
doing something

A character
Someone is
avoids travel
referred to as a because of a storm
OR rushes to
“Grinch” or
travel ahead of a
storm
“Scrooge”

Supporting

A character is
widowed

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

At end of movie,
Lead Couple
“Merry Christmas” A choir or group
uses cold
or similar holiday of carolers sings,
message is
whether or not
temperatures as
displayed
acknowledged by
prominently
on
excuse to
other characters
screen
snuggle
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Curmudgeon
Lead Couple ride
Montage of
of characters
A sibling or best Shot
softens toward characters
happily in horse-drawn friend
in warm, lighted
encourages
as seen from
Christmas when collaborating on
one Lead to seek room,
task while
outside through
sleigh or
romance
with
the
reminded of
soundtrack music
window while
other Lead
carriage
plays
snow falls
childhood
Christmases
A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

Children
encourage Lead
Couple to fall in
love or scheme
to get them
together

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

A character has
strained
relationship with
father

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Teasing use of
phrase “a
Christmas
miracle” when a
Curmudgeon does
something
Christmassy
http://print-bingo.com

Anyone utters
the phrase
“best Christmas
ever”

By end of
Lead Characters
movie, Big City
eat roasted
or drink
Lead decides to chestnuts
eggnog, hot
move to Small cider, or hot cocoa
Town

FREE SPACE

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

A character is
widowed

Any character
refers to a
homemade food
or beverage item
as “world famous”

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”

A character uses
phrase “It's
Christmas” to
cajole another
character into
doing something

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

At end of movie,
“Merry Christmas”
or similar holiday
message is
displayed
prominently on
screen

A character is
A character
encouraged by
avoids travel
because of a storm
others to do
OR rushes to
travel ahead of a
hobby
storm
professionally
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Teasing use of
Any character
“This town really
phrase “a
refers to a
Christmas
gets into the
homemade food
miracle” when a
or beverage item
Christmas
Curmudgeon
does
as “world famous”
something
spirit!”
Christmassy
Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)
A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

At end of movie,
Small Town is full “Merry Christmas”
of specialized
or similar holiday
businesses that
message is
should not survive
displayed
in isolated setting
prominently on
screen

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window

A character
A character is too
avoids travel
to
because of a storm career-driven
be enthusiastic
OR rushes to
about Christmas
travel ahead of a
storm

FREE SPACE

Small Town has
Christmas festival
or traditions in
which all
residents take
part

G

O

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

By end of
movie, Big City
Lead decides to
move to Small
Town

A character is
widowed

Female Lead
loses balance
A character has
while ice skating
strained
and is caught by relationship with
Male Lead
father

A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

Children
Someone
Lead Couple
A character
encourage Lead dislikes
Christmas
dresses as
uses cold
Couple to fall in due to traumatic
past event (e.g., a temperatures as
Santa, and this
love or scheme breakup or death)
is relevant to the
excuse to
to get them
plot
snuggle
together
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Anyone utters
the phrase
“best Christmas
ever”

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point
A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”
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Teasing use of
phrase “a
Christmas
miracle” when a
Curmudgeon does
something
Christmassy

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

Female Lead has
Christmas-related
name (e.g., Holly,
Carol, Grace, Joy,
Mary, Noelle)

A sibling or best
friend encourages
one Lead to seek
romance with the
other Lead

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

A character is
widowed

A choir or group
of carolers sings,
whether or not
acknowledged by
other characters

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

A character is too
career-driven to
be enthusiastic
about Christmas

A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)

Small Town has
Characters are
implausibly
outdoors in cold
large number of
but you cannot
African-America
see their breath
n residents

Children
Female Lead
encourage Lead
loses balance
Couple to fall in while ice skating
love or scheme and is caught by
to get them
Male Lead
together
Someone is
referred to as a
“Grinch” or
“Scrooge”
Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)
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FREE SPACE

A character has Someone learns
strained
a Real Meaning
relationship with of Christmas™
father

At end of movie,
Lead Couple
Montage of
“Merry Christmas” characters
happily “This town really
uses cold
or similar holiday
collaborating
on
gets into the
message is
task while
temperatures as
displayed
Christmas
soundtrack music
prominently on
excuse to
plays
screen
spirit!”
snuggle
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Anyone utters
the phrase
“best Christmas
ever”

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but you cannot
see their breath

A character uses
phrase “It's
Christmas” to
cajole another
character into
doing something

Montage of
Small Town has
characters happily Christmas festival
collaborating on
or traditions in
task while
which all
soundtrack music
residents take
plays
part

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Female Lead
loses balance
while ice skating
and is caught by
Male Lead

N
A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”

FREE SPACE

At end of movie,
Lead Couple
“Merry Christmas” “This town really
uses cold
or similar holiday
gets into the
message is
temperatures as
displayed
Christmas
prominently on
excuse to
screen
spirit!”

snuggle

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway
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Children
Lead Couple ride
encourage Lead
in horse-drawn
Couple to fall in
sleigh or
love or scheme
carriage
to get them
together
A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

Supporting
characters
include a
same-sex couple

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

A character is
widowed

Small Town has
implausibly
large number of
African-America
n residents

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

Older person or
Someone
A character has
couple gives
Someone is
dresses as
strained
relationship
referred to as a
Santa, and this
relationship with
advice to at
“Grinch” or
is relevant to the
father
least one Lead
“Scrooge”
plot
Character
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One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Children
By end of
Lead Couple
encourage Lead
movie, Big City
uses cold
Everyone sings a
Couple to fall in
Lead decides to
temperatures as
carol!
love or scheme
move to Small
excuse to
to get them
Town
snuggle
together

Female Lead has
Christmas-related
name (e.g., Holly,
Carol, Grace, Joy,
Mary, Noelle)

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

Small Town has
Shot of characters
Teasing use of
Christmas festival
in warm, lighted
phrase “a
or traditions in room, as seen from
Christmas
which all
outside through
miracle” when a
residents take
window while
Curmudgeon does
part
snow falls
something
Christmassy

Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

Cast includes an
actor or actress
from a 1980s
sitcom

FREE SPACE

Any character
A character
refers to a
avoids travel
homemade food because of a storm
or beverage item
OR rushes to
as “world famous” travel ahead of a
storm

Curmudgeon
softens toward
Christmas when
reminded of
childhood
Christmases

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

Small Town has
implausibly
large number of
African-America
n residents
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A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”

A character
dislikes Christmas
due to traumatic
past event (e.g., a
breakup or death)

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

A sibling or best
friend encourages
one Lead to seek
romance with the
other Lead
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A choir or group
of carolers sings,
whether or not
acknowledged by
other characters

Lead Characters
eat roasted
chestnuts or drink
eggnog, hot
cider, or hot cocoa

Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

A character is
widowed

Teasing use of
phrase “a
Christmas
miracle” when a
Curmudgeon does
something
Christmassy

Female Lead

Shot of characters
loses balance
in warm, lighted
room, as seen from while ice skating
outside through
and is caught by
window while
snow falls
Male Lead

Cast includes an
actor or actress
from a 1980s
sitcom

Montage of
Female Lead has
happily
Christmas-related characters
collaborating on
name (e.g., Holly,
task while
Carol, Grace, Joy, soundtrack
music
Mary, Noelle)
plays

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

FREE SPACE

A character is too
career-driven to
be enthusiastic
about Christmas

Small Town has
implausibly
large number of
African-America
n residents

A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

Curmudgeon
Lead Couple
softens toward Someone learns
uses cold
Christmas when a Real Meaning
temperatures as
reminded of
of Christmas™
excuse to
childhood
snuggle
Christmases

Children
encourage Lead
Couple to fall in
love or scheme
to get them
together

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

Small Town has
Christmas festival
or traditions in
which all
residents take
part

At end of movie,
“Merry Christmas”
or similar holiday
message is
displayed
prominently on
screen
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Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

Lead Couple
uses cold
temperatures as
excuse to
snuggle

Someone
dresses as
Santa, and this
is relevant to the
plot

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

At end of movie,
Small Town has
Christmas”
Christmas festival “Merry
or
similar
holiday
or traditions in
message is
which all
displayed
residents take
prominently on
part
screen

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

“This town really
gets into the
Christmas
spirit!”

Female Lead has
Christmas-related
name (e.g., Holly,
Carol, Grace, Joy,
Mary, Noelle)

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)
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One Lead
A character
Character lives
avoids travel
of a storm
in Small Town because
OR rushes to
and other lives travel ahead of a
storm
in Big City

O
A character is
widowed

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

By end of
A character has
movie, Big City
strained
Lead decides to
relationship with
move to Small
father
Town

FREE SPACE

A character
Teasing use of
dislikes Christmas
phrase “a
due to traumatic
Christmas
past event (e.g., a miracle” when a
breakup or death) Curmudgeon does
something
Christmassy

Lead Couple ride
Someone is
in horse-drawn
referred to as a
sleigh or
“Grinch” or
carriage
“Scrooge”

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

Cast includes an
actor or actress
from a 1980s
sitcom

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window
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A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

A choir or group
of carolers sings,
whether or not
acknowledged by
other characters

Lead Characters
eat roasted
chestnuts or drink
eggnog, hot
cider, or hot cocoa

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

Someone learns
a Real Meaning
of Christmas™

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

Montage of
characters happily
collaborating on
task while
soundtrack music
plays

Female Lead
Lead Couple
loses balance
uses cold
while ice skating
temperatures as
and is caught by
excuse to
Male Lead
snuggle
Someone
dresses as
Santa, and this
is relevant to the
plot

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

FREE SPACE

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Children
encourage Lead
Couple to fall in
love or scheme
to get them
together

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

Cast includes an
actor or actress
from a 1980s
sitcom
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A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”

A character
A sibling or best
dislikes Christmas friend
encourages
due to traumatic
one Lead to seek
past event (e.g., a romance
with the
breakup or death)
other Lead

Small Town has
Any character
implausibly
refers to a
large number of homemade food
African-America or beverage item
as “world famous”
n residents

A character is
widowed

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)
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A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

Someone is
referred to as a
“Grinch” or
“Scrooge”

Female Lead has
Christmas-related
name (e.g., Holly,
Carol, Grace, Joy,
Mary, Noelle)

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

A character is too
career-driven to
be enthusiastic
about Christmas

Montage of
A sibling or best
happily
friend encourages characters
collaborating on
one Lead to seek
task while
romance with the soundtrack
music
other Lead
plays

Someone
Lead Couple
dresses as
almost kiss but
Santa, and this
are interrupted is relevant to the
plot

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

Lead Couple ride At end of movie,
“Merry Christmas”
in horse-drawn or similar holiday
message is
sleigh or
displayed
prominently on
carriage

“This town really Small Town is full
of specialized
gets into the
businesses that
should not survive
Christmas
in isolated setting
spirit!”
http://print-bingo.com

FREE SPACE

screen

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

By end of
Any character
movie, Big City
refers to a
homemade food
Lead decides to or
beverage item
move to Small as “world famous”
Town
One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

Small Town has
implausibly
large number of
African-America
n residents

Characters are
A character has
outdoors in cold
strained
but you cannot
relationship with
see their breath
father
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B
One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

Small Town is full
of specialized
businesses that
should not survive
in isolated setting

I

“This town really Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
gets into the
Christmas-related
task (baking
Christmas
cookies,
decorating, etc.)
spirit!”

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Lead Couple ride
A character
in horse-drawn dislikes Christmas
due to traumatic
past event (e.g., a
sleigh or
breakup or death)
carriage

Characters are
A character has
outdoors in cold
strained
but you cannot
relationship with
see their breath
father

A choir or group
of carolers sings,
whether or not
acknowledged by
other characters
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N

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

G

O

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

At end of movie,
Lead Couple
A sibling or best
“Merry Christmas”
uses cold
friend encourages
or similar holiday
one Lead to seek temperatures as
message is
romance with the
displayed
other Lead
prominently on
excuse to
screen

snuggle

FREE SPACE

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

A character is too
career-driven to
be enthusiastic
about Christmas

Supporting
characters
include a
same-sex couple

Someone learns
a Real Meaning
of Christmas™

Small Town has
implausibly
large number of
African-America
n residents

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window

By end of
movie, Big City
Lead decides to
move to Small
Town

Female Lead has
Christmas-related
name (e.g., Holly,
Carol, Grace, Joy,
Mary, Noelle)
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Any character
refers to a
homemade food
or beverage item
as “world famous”

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

A character has
strained
relationship with
father

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window

Children

At end of movie,
“Merry Christmas” encourage Lead
or similar holiday
Couple to fall in
message is
displayed
love or scheme
prominently on
screen
to get them

together
A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway
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Someone learns
a Real Meaning
of Christmas™

N

G

O

Anyone utters
A character
dislikes Christmas “This town really
the phrase
due to traumatic
gets into the
“best Christmas past event (e.g., a
Christmas
breakup or death)
ever”
spirit!”

A character is
widowed

Someone
Someone is
dresses as
referred to as a
Santa, and this
“Grinch” or
is relevant to the
“Scrooge”
plot

FREE SPACE

Teasing use of
Small Town is full
phrase “a
of specialized
Christmas
businesses that
miracle” when a
should not survive Curmudgeon
does
in isolated setting
something
Christmassy

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)

Small Town has
implausibly
Cast includes an
large number of actor or actress
African-America
from a 1980s
n residents
sitcom

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

By end of
A character
movie, Big City
avoids travel
of a storm
Lead decides to because
OR rushes to
travel ahead of a
move to Small
storm
Town
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Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)
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Either Lead
A character
Lead Characters
Character claims
avoids travel
eat roasted
not to be good at Everyone sings a because
of a storm chestnuts or drink
ice skating but
OR rushes to
eggnog, hot
carol!
they go ice
travel
ahead
of
a
cider,
or hot cocoa
skating together
storm
anyway

Female Lead
A character
Montage of
“This town really loses balance
dislikes Christmas characters happily
collaborating on
gets into the
while ice skating due to traumatic
past event (e.g., a
task while
Christmas
and is caught by breakup or death) soundtrack music
plays
spirit!”
Male Lead

A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”
Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

A character has
strained
relationship with
father

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window

Teasing use of
Someone learns
Cast includes an
phrase “a
Christmas
a Real Meaning
actor or actress
miracle” when a
of Christmas™ Curmudgeon does
from a 1980s
something
sitcom
Christmassy

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

At end of movie,
“Merry Christmas”
or similar holiday
message is
displayed
prominently on
screen

By end of
movie, Big City
Lead decides to
move to Small
Town

Small Town is full
of specialized
businesses that
should not survive
in isolated setting
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A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

FREE SPACE

A choir or group
of carolers sings,
whether or not
acknowledged by
other characters

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point
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Teasing use of
phrase “a
Christmas
miracle” when a
Curmudgeon does
something
Christmassy

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)

A character
dislikes Christmas
due to traumatic
past event (e.g., a
breakup or death)

Curmudgeon is
cajoled into
Christmas-related
task (baking
cookies,
decorating, etc.)

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

Curmudgeon
softens toward
Christmas when
reminded of
childhood
Christmases

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

Montage of
characters happily
collaborating on
task while
soundtrack music
plays

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway
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A character is too
career-driven to
be enthusiastic
about Christmas

FREE SPACE

G

O

A character is
widowed

A sibling or best
friend encourages
one Lead to seek
romance with the
other Lead

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

Someone
dresses as
Santa, and this
is relevant to the
plot

Female Lead
Shot of characters
loses balance
in warm, lighted
while ice skating room, as seen from
outside through
and is caught by
window while
snow falls
Male Lead

Supporting
Any character
characters
refers to a
homemade food Everyone sings a
include a
or beverage item
carol!
same-sex couple as “world famous”

Lead Couple ride
Either Lead
in horse-drawn Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
sleigh or
they go ice
carriage
skating together
anyway

Someone learns
a Real Meaning
of Christmas™
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By end of
A character
movie, Big City
avoids travel
of a storm
Lead decides to because
OR rushes to
travel ahead of a
move to Small
storm
Town

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”

Supporting
Teasing use of
phrase “a
characters
Christmas
miracle” when a
include a
Curmudgeon does
same-sex
couple
something
Christmassy

Either Lead
Character claims
not to be good at
ice skating but
they go ice
skating together
anyway

Lead Couple ride
in horse-drawn
sleigh or
carriage

N

G
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Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

A sibling or best
friend encourages
one Lead to seek
romance with the
other Lead

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

Female Lead
loses balance
while ice skating
and is caught by
Male Lead

FREE SPACE

One Lead
Character finds
other Lead
Character
annoying,
stuck-up, or
otherwise
undesirable

Someone
A character has Lead Characters
dresses as
eat roasted
strained
chestnuts or drink
Santa,
and this
eggnog, hot
relationship with
cider, or hot cocoa is relevant to the
father
plot
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Montage of
Small Town is full characters
happily
of specialized
collaborating
on
businesses that
task while
should not survive soundtrack
music
in isolated setting
plays

Someone learns
a Real Meaning Everyone sings a
of Christmas™
carol!

A character uses
phrase “It's
Christmas” to
cajole another
character into
doing something

Anyone utters
the phrase
“best Christmas
ever”
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the one with the most squares marked off at the end. (Agree beforehand.)

Title of Movie: ________________________________________________
Cards generated using http://print-bingo.com. Clipart from http://phillipmartin.info/clipart/homepage.htm.
No copyright infringement is intended. Happy holidays.
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Lead Couple ride Small Town has
Any character
A choir or group
in horse-drawn Christmas festival
refers to a
or traditions in
of carolers sings,
homemade
food
which all
whether or not
sleigh or
or beverage item acknowledged
residents take
by
as “world famous” other characters
carriage
part

Anyone utters
the phrase
“best Christmas
ever”

Someone learns
a Real Meaning
of Christmas™

A character uses
phrase “It's
Christmas” to
cajole another
character into
doing something

Someone
dresses as
Santa, and this
is relevant to the
plot

A character is too
career-driven to
be enthusiastic
about Christmas

Supporting
A sibling or best
characters
friend encourages
one Lead to seek
include a
romance with the
other Lead
same-sex couple

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

At end of movie,
Female Lead has “Merry Christmas”
Christmas-related or similar holiday
name (e.g., Holly,
message is
Carol, Grace, Joy,
displayed
Mary, Noelle)
prominently on
screen

http://print-bingo.com

By end of
movie, Big City
Lead decides to
move to Small
Town

FREE SPACE

O
Characters are
outdoors in cold
but you cannot
see their breath

Older person or
couple gives
“This town really
relationship
gets into the
advice to at
Christmas
least one Lead
spirit!”
Character
Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

Someone is
referred to as a
“Grinch” or
“Scrooge”

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway
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A choir or group
of carolers sings,
whether or not
acknowledged by
other characters

Children
encourage Lead
Couple to fall in
love or scheme
to get them
together

Supporting
Shot of characters Characters are
in warm, lighted
outdoors in cold
characters
room, as seen from
outside through
but you cannot
include a
window while
see their breath same-sex couple
snow falls

By end of
movie, Big City
Lead decides to
move to Small
Town

Mismatched
interior and
exterior shots
(rustic
outside/modern
inside,
incompatible
window sizes,
etc.)

Older person or
couple gives
relationship
advice to at
least one Lead
Character

Curmudgeon
softens toward
Christmas when
reminded of
childhood
Christmases

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

A sibling or best
Any character
A character
loses balance
friend encourages
refers to a
avoids travel
one Lead to seek
homemade food while ice skating because of a storm
romance with the or beverage item and is caught by
OR rushes to
other Lead
as “world famous”
travel ahead of a
storm
Male Lead

One Lead
Character lives
in Small Town
and other lives
in Big City

At end of movie,
“Merry Christmas” A character has
or similar holiday
strained
message is
displayed
relationship with
prominently on
screen
father

Characters are
outdoors in cold
but are
inadequately
dressed (coats
not fastened, no
hats, etc.)

Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

Lead Characters
share food or
beverage
purchased from
outdoor truck,
cart, stall, or
window
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Lead Couple
Female Lead has
uses cold
Christmas-related
(e.g., Holly,
temperatures as name
Carol, Grace, Joy,
Mary, Noelle)
excuse to
snuggle

FREE SPACE

Female Lead
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Anyone utters
Small Town is full
the phrase
of specialized
businesses that
“best Christmas should
not survive
in isolated setting
ever”
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Female Lead

Anyone utters Shot of characters
Montage of
loses balance
characters happily
in warm, lighted
the phrase
collaborating on while ice skating
room, as seen from
task while
“best Christmas outside through
soundtrack music and is caught by
window while
ever”
plays
snow falls
Male Lead

Someone is
referred to as a
“Grinch” or
“Scrooge”

Female Lead has
Christmas-related
name (e.g., Holly,
Carol, Grace, Joy,
Mary, Noelle)

A generous
donation of
something is a
plot point

Someone learns
a Real Meaning
of Christmas™

Children
Someone
encourage Lead
dresses as
Couple to fall in
Santa, and this
love or scheme
is relevant to the
to get them
plot
together

Lead Character
throws snowball
at other Lead
Character
(flirtatiously, of
course)

FREE SPACE

A character is
encouraged by
others to do
hobby
professionally

A character is too
career-driven to
be enthusiastic
about Christmas

Small Town has
implausibly
large number of
African-America
n residents

Lead Couple
almost kiss but
are interrupted

O
A character
explains
something by
saying, “That's
the magic of
Christmas.”
Pan up from Lead
Couple kissing to
mistletoe, tree
ornament, or sky
filled with falling
snow

A character
intends to work
instead of
attending
Christmas
celebration, but
attends anyway

A character uses
phrase “It's
Christmas” to
cajole another
character into
doing something

Lead Couple ride
Teasing use of
Small Town is full
Curmudgeon is
phrase “a
in horse-drawn
of specialized
cajoled into
Christmas
Everyone
sings
a
businesses that
Christmas-related
miracle”
when
a
sleigh or
should not survive
task (baking
carol!
Curmudgeon does
in isolated setting
cookies,
carriage
something
Christmassy
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decorating, etc.)

